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How to successfully raise Fund II
Emerging managers are key players in the venture capital (VC) space, with the potential to steer founders to 
successful exits and deliver significant returns for investors. To cement their position as a powerful segment of the 
venture community, emerging managers need to maintain momentum as they work to successfully close Fund II.

On average, emerging managers take 19 months to successfully raise a fund. 

At a virtual panel discussion hosted by Level Ventures, First Republic 
Bank and All Raise, a panel of fund managers and limited partners 
(LPs) shared advice and insights on how to take the leap from 
Fund I to Fund II. Many emerging managers faced real fundraising 
challenges in 2020, due to the effects of coronavirus, panelists say, 
but big opportunities now lie ahead.

By building relationships, staying focused and playing to their 
strengths, emerging managers can successfully raise Fund IIs — and show they have what it takes to build the 
powerhouse VC firms of the future.

Around 80 emerging managers joined the online webinar, representing a broad cross section of investors from 
different sectors, specializations and levels of experience. A total of 68 shared their own experiences and insights 
via a live online survey that guided the panelists’ conversation.

The audience

The panelists

Hana Yang

Managing Director
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SC Moatti
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Bridget Schweihs

Vice President

50 South Capital
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The State of the Industry
According to a First Republic Bank benchmark analysis, 46% of 
emerging managers are in Fund I, while around a third are in Fund 
II and less than a fifth are in Fund III.

The median Fund II size is $50 million, twice the size of the 
median Fund I, and the average Fund II size is $125 million.

That’s a trend that’s set to continue: Six out of 10 survey 
respondents say they planned to raise over $50 million for their 
Fund II, and over a quarter were targeting upwards of $100 million. 
Still, it’s important not to aim high simply for the sake of it. “Don’t 
oversize your fund or set unrealistic expectations,” advises First 
Republic Bank’s Hana Yang. “And if you do end up sizing up for 
Fund II, be ready to answer some questions. Are you going to add 
more partners? What about your strategy is changing, and why?”

Both panelists and emerging managers acknowledge that 
raising large sums amidst an ongoing pandemic brings 
significant challenges. “COVID really put a damper on our 
fundraising,” says Mighty Capital’s SC Moatti. “We raised our 
first fund in six months or less, and it was more than 30% 
oversubscribed. With our second fund, everything went silent 
for a few months, and then in the fall, things started to pick up 
again. We added probably nine months to our fundraising just because of COVID.”

For many emerging VC firms, the big question is whether it’s best to push ahead with a planned second fund, 
or postpone their plans until normal business is resumed. “Raising now is a big challenge — whereas if you can 
postpone your raise by, say, nine months, then it’s going to be a lot more possible to have those in-person meetings,” 
Moatti explains.

How big will your fund be?

203 Funds SurveyedMedian & Average Fund Size

  28% expect to raise $100M or more

  31% expect to raise $50–$99M

  31% expect to raise $20–$49M

  10% expect to raise <$20M
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Should you hit pause?

Fundraising is never easy, but for emerging managers, the 
COVID-19 crisis has brought new challenges. With reduced scope 
for industry events and in-person meetings, it’s harder than ever to 
catch the attention of investors and build relationships with LPs.

Panelists acknowledge that it’s hard maintaining existing 
relationships with LPs and founders during the coronavirus crisis, 
and that trying to establish rapport with a new investor over 
Zoom is harder still.

“There’s no rule book for raising capital during a pandemic,” says 
Bridget Schweihs, Vice President at 50 South Capital. “But as much 
as you can, you should wait until things are back to normal, and you 
can meet LPs in person, because it is such a relationship-focused 
business. Being able to develop a rapport, get to know each other 
and build trust is very important.”

Still, emerging managers should be wary of halting their efforts altogether. To build a lasting firm with staying power, 
it’s important to maintain a steady fundraising cadence so both existing and prospective LPs can see that you’re 
sticking to your core strategy even in the face of adversity. “Getting into a cadence really means consistently and 
continuously building your firm,” explains Moatti. “Most of our Fund I LPs followed on into Fund II, which was really 
important to us. And not only did they follow on, but they often increased their commitments and referred other 
people.” Be prepared to tweak your timeline if necessary, but keep your eyes on the prize, and don’t abandon your 
original vision for your firm.

Don’t drift away from your 
core strategy. Changing  
strategies and ‘scope creep’ 
continue to be top pet  
peeves for LPs.

“

”
Hana Yang, Managing Director
First Republic Bank

How close are you to closing your Fund II?

  28% were at some other stage in the process

  3% were already working on their Fund III

  21% were actively closing their Fund II

  26% had investor decks but aren't yet pitching

  22% of respondents hadn't yet created investor decks
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Strategies for Success
Emerging managers are clear-eyed about the challenges they face as 
they work to close their Fund IIs, with almost a third saying that finding 
ways to deliver high returns for investors is the single biggest factor on 
their radar.

A quarter of managers say that developing and articulating a clear 
and unique value proposition, based either on their fund’s approach 
or their own personal background, is critical as they seek to win over 
LPs. And 16% of survey respondents say that building relationships 
with LPs is their single biggest challenge.

Such concerns are valid, panelists agree. But they are also solvable 
problems — as long as emerging managers approach them with 
determination, creativity and a clear battle plan. The panel discussion 
highlighted three key areas where managers can work to overcome 
their challenges and pave the way for a successful Fund II:

1. Nurture relationships.

There’s no getting around it: building relationships in the COVID era isn’t 
easy, with reduced opportunities for networking and fewer LPs taking 
in-person meetings.

It can be especially tough to break through with the institutional 
and corporate LPs. In fact, as much as 67% of emerging managers' 
main source of capital comes from family offices and high net worth 
individuals (HNWIs).

To overcome such challenges, it’s 
important to make the most of the 
connections you do have. If an HNWI 
helped you to launch your first fund, 
don’t be shy about asking for help: 
They may have friends and colleagues 
they can connect you with as you run 
your fundraising process.

Mentors and co-investors in your 
portfolio companies can also 
help you to get your foot in the 
door with a new HNWI LP. When 
it comes to sparking an LP’s 
interest, there’s nothing better 
than a “warm introduction” from 

What is your biggest  

fundraising challenge?

   31% said delivering high 

absolute returns

   16% said building relationships 

with LPs

   15% said building a unique fund 

approach

   10% said providing a unique 

personal background

   3% said fulfilling their Fund I 

investment thesis

  25% said something else
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a respected industry bigwig, says Bridget Schweihs. So work your 
contacts, and reach out to both investors and mentors to see if they 
can help you break through.

Besides mentors and industry bigwigs, make sure you’re able to 
source strong references from your founders. And don’t overlook the 
importance of your peer network. Formal or informal references from 
other emerging managers carry plenty of weight with LPs, says Kesha 
Cash. “The space is small, and people talk,” she explains. “There are a 
lot of conversations that are had before an institution moves money 
into your fund.”

Solo GP
55%

Multiple GP
45%

Everyone likes to  
cheer when something 
good happens. 
Communicating that  
in a timely and transparent 
manner goes a long way.

“

”
Bridget Schweihs, Vice President,-- 
50 South Capital

2. Build better infrastructure.

The challenges of running an emerging VC firm during a global pandemic 
has led some managers to hunker down and run more bare-bones 
operations than were previously typical. In fact, 55% of emerging 
managers now have just a single GP.

While it’s useful to stay lean and remain agile, the reality is that every 
firm needs a strong support team and robust back-office infrastructure. 
Panelists say that even solo GPs — and perhaps especially solo GPs 
— need stellar advisors, auditors and administrators in order to project 
stability, execute on their thesis and secure new funding. “Fundraising is 
no longer episodic, so think about building your IR infrastructure and your 
fundraising infrastructure processes as soon as possible,” advises Yang. 
“Your LP base will likely increase in Fund II, and it might become tougher 
to manage all those relationships, so make sure to have high-quality, 
institutional-level client servicing for your LP relationship management.”

If you’re slowing your fundraising efforts during the pandemic, now is 
a good time to invest in building out the tech tools and organizational 
infrastructure you’ll need as you launch Fund II. 

3. Stand out from the crowd.

More than a third of GPs say that when it comes to fundraising for their 
Fund II, their biggest competitive edge is their own unique approach to 
the VC space. Another 37% say their biggest advantage came either from 
delivering on the standout potential of their original Fund I investment 
thesis, or from their own unique personal story and background.

For emerging managers looking to bring investors on board for their 
Fund II, the process can be long and will need to start well before you’re 
generating returns. As a result, don’t be afraid to put your ideas out 
there, and find ways to grow your personal brand as well as your firm’s 
reputation for leadership. “It’s critical to continue to develop market 

If it’s location, location,  
location for brick-and- 
mortar business, 
it’s relationships,  
relationships,  
relationships for 
fundraising.

“

”
Kesha Cash, General Partner 
Impact America Fund
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presence as you go from Fund I to Fund II,” Yang reminds attendees. “LPs care a lot about thought leadership and 
branding, so that’s an area that needs to go hand in hand with fundraising.”

To build a reputation and win over LPs, panelists say you need to think like a startup founder. After all, your fund 
is a product, and the LP is a customer. Every LP has different priorities, risk tolerances and strategic goals. And 
much like a founder needs to understand their USP and ICP, emerging managers need to have a clear idea of what 
kinds of LPs they’re targeting — and how their fund can be tailored to 
meet those investors’ needs. “It’s easy to get caught up in the glamour 
and the glitz of being a fund manager,” Cash says. “But managing a 
fund is a business, and you need customers — your LPs — in order to 
stay in business, so you need to be able to serve those LPs well.”

That’s an area where emerging managers have a compelling story 
to tell. With economic inequity, racial injustice, climate and COVID-
related concerns top of mind, many investors are paying close attention 
to funds with impact investment theses, or clear narratives around 
supporting minority and female founders. Emerging managers can 
often fuse their own personal stories and their investment theses to 
meet those needs, and leverage their own unique value-add to win over 
LPs with corresponding needs and investment strategies. “It’s difficult 
to raise in this environment because of COVID, but I know a lot of 
people are paying attention to sustainability and social and economic 
issues right now. So if you have a strong thesis, I’d say to continue to 
push on that,” Cash says.

How will you raise the most LP capital?

  62% said family offices and HNWIs

  15% said corporates

  13% said institutional investors

  4% said family and friends

  6% said something else

What’s your biggest competitive advantage?

  34% said their unique fund approach

  24% said their fulfilled Fund I investment thesis

  13% said their high absolute returns

  13% said their unique personal background

  10% said their personal relationships

  6% said something else

62%
15%

13%

4%
6%

34%

24%
13%

13%

10%
6%

There are a lot of small 
funds out there trying to 
raise a lot of money, so 
there needs to be some 
differentiation built 
into your fundraising 
approach.

“

”
SC Moatti, Managing Partner 
Mighty Capital
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Conclusion: Keep Looking to the Future
Few emerging managers enter the VC game intending to launch only a single fund. Instead, managers envision 
closing a series of successful funds, growing a continuing pipeline of new startups, and building a venture brand 
with long-term staying power.

To achieve that, panelists say, managers need to maintain momentum even during difficult times. Closing your Fund 
II in the midst of a pandemic might not be straightforward, but it’s important to keep planning for the future, building 
relationships and working to win over LPs.

Emerging managers are the future of the venture industry. But to achieve their potential, managers need to stay 
focused and keep working to grow their firms. By playing to their unique strengths, and approaching challenges with 
creativity and determination, today’s emerging managers can bring their Fund IIs to fruition, and lay the groundwork 
for continuing success.

The content of this publication is for information purposes only and should not be considered as a commitment to lend or as legal, financial, accounting or tax advice. 
First Republic Bank makes no representations, warranties or other guarantees of any kind as to the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of the information provided in 
this publication. You should consult with your own professional advisors to fully understand and evaluate the information provided in this publication before making any 
decision that could affect the legal or financial health of your business.
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